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A Leaf In The Bitter Wind
"EVERYTHING'S CHANGEDEVERYTHING'S GONE BAD." Fifteen-year-old Bryan
Troupe is at first indifferent to the bitter dispute between loggers and "treehuggers" that splits the community of Nootka harbour on Vancouver Island. But
when a similar rift divides his own family and affects his relationship with his
girlfriend, Bryan becomes relentlessly drawn into the centre of an environmental
conflict that shatters his entire way of life. From the Paperback edition.

Alma
The Classics

Girl Upside Down
While exploring an ancient Indian graveyard on an island in the middle of a lake,
Karen Stone and her brother John encounter a man sitting on a gravestone who
then vanishes suddenly, leaving behind a small, mysterious pouch. Reprint.

Goal Setting and Achieving Them
Puerto Rico Strong is a comics anthology that explores what it means to be Puerto
Rican and the diversity that exists within that concept, from today's most exciting
Puerto Rican comics creators. Despite being a US territory, Puerto Rico is often
thought of as a foreign land, if it’s even a thought in the mind of the average
American at all. Its people exist in all corners of America; some of them have
parents who immigrated from the home island, others are a part of families that
have been on the mainland for generations. Then there are those who have come
to the states in search of a dream but struggle to integrate into an unfamiliar
culture, while there are those who have lived in the United States all of their lives
but still have the same struggle because of the color of their skin or their sexual
identity. These stories follow individuals from diverse walks of life but are all part
of the culture that is Puerto Rico.Puerto Rico Strong features art and writing by
Rosa Colon, Vita Ayala, Naomi Franquiz, Javier Cruz Winnik, Sabrina Cintron,
Ronnie Garcia, Fabian Nicieza, Joamette Gil, and many more! All profits will go to
towards disaster relief and recovery programs to support Puerto Rico.
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No Country for Old Men
Award-winning YA author William Bell’s Alma is the captivating story of a quiet girl
who builds a friendship with a reclusive stranger. Times have been tough since
Alma’s father died and she and her mother had to give up their farm and move into
town. Luckily, Alma can always retreat into the books of her favourite author, R.R.
Hawkins. When Alma’s teacher notices her lovely handwriting, she recommends
Alma for a job transcribing letters for “Miss Lily,” a reclusive old woman who has
just arrived from Boston. Eventually, their mutual love of reading creates a strong
friendship. Miss Lily lends Alma some of her favourite books, introduces her to
calligraphy, and encourages her passion to write stories. But who is this difficult
and solitary old woman who reminds Alma of Dickens’ Miss Havisham? And why is
she so secretive about the part of her life she refuses to share? Could she be, as
Alma begins to suspect, R.R. Hawkins herself? Alma is determined to find out. This
touching story explores the relationship between a blossoming writer and her
mentor, and delves into the complicated dynamics of friendship and trust. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

In the Forbidden City
For ten years Fraa Erasmas, a young avout, has lived in a cloistered sanctuary for
mathematicians, scientists, and philosophers, protected from the corrupting
influences of the outside world. But before the week is out, both the existence he
abandoned and the one he embraced will stand poised on the brink of cataclysmic
change—and Erasmas will become a major player in a drama that will determine
the future of his world, as he follows his destiny to the most inhospitable corners of
the planet . . . and beyond. Anathem is the latest miraculous invention by the New
York Times bestselling author of Cryptonomicon and The Baroque Cycle—a work of
astonishing scope, intelligence, and imagination.

Study Guide
A middle-school girl finds out that being a teenager isn’t all it’s cracked up to be in
this realistic read about friendship with plenty of LOL moments—and a magical
twist! Seventh grader Addie Bell can’t wait to grow up. Her parents won’t let her
have her own phone, she doesn’t have any curves, and her best friend, Grace, isn’t
at all interested in makeup or boys. Then, on the night of her twelfth birthday,
Addie makes a wish on a magic jewelry box to be sixteen . . . and wakes up to find
her entire life has been fast-forwarded four years! Suddenly she has everything
she’s always wanted (including a driver’s license and a closet full of cool clothes)!
But Addie soon discovers a lot more has changed than she expected—including her
friendship with Grace. Can Addie turn back time and take back her wish . . . or has
she lost the chance to experience what could have been the best years of her life?
“I Girl’s Best Friend

Fanatics
Daniel, whose family suffers as the Nazis rise to power in Germany, describes his
imprisonment in a concentration camp and his eventual liberation.
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Death Wind
Sophal Pettit, was a young child when the Pol Pot revolution came to Cambodia.
She, along with her parents and siblings, is a survivor of the Killing Fields of
Cambodia. They came to this country with nothing, but their lives. At age fourteen
she enrolled in school for the first time, not understanding or speaking a word of
English. Sophal shares her stories beginning with the normal everyday life typical
to lives as most of us know it, to the isolation, unspeakable death tolls, and
devastation of the Killing Field, then, her family's escape to U.N. camps and
subsequent sponsorship to the U.S. Sophal's touching story will grip you, as she
talks about the struggles of adapting to life in the U.S. and her journey to
discovering herself. She shares her story to inspire others to understand that they
do not need to live a life of victimhood and that they can indeed overcome the
trials life brings to them. Sophal's deep spiritual connection to God has been her
saving grace. She describes herself as a child of the King of Kings, a wife, mom of 3
kids, a grandma (aka) Glamma, and a partner business owner. She lives a busy,
productive life. While her journey has not been an easy one, she knows that the
road that she took has made her a champion for life. EndorsementThis must-read
book is a riveting, inspiring true story of survival, courage, and perseverance
against tremendous odds and oppression. I was so moved by "From Hell to
Heaven". Sophal Pettit seamlessly knits together the past and the present as she
recounts living the horrors of war as a child, and then learns to rise above
adversity as an adult with faith, hope, and forgiveness. From Hell to Heaven affirms
our hope that the present can redeem the past and that God's love has the power
to heal. It is a poignant and memorable story of a war-torn family's rise from being
victims of war, to living a life of victory. It is my honor and privilege to recommend
and endorse this book. Susan Miller, author of After the Boxes Are Unpacked
Founder and President, Just Moved Ministry

Son of the Mob
A dramatic and moving YA novel by Ting-xing Ye, the internationally acclaimed
author of A Leaf in the Bitter Wind, working with her husband, William Bell, author
of the award-winning novels for young adults Forbidden City, Zack, and Stones. .
Throwaway Daughter tells the dramatic and moving story of Grace Dong-mei
Parker, a typical Canadian teenager until the day she witnesses the Tiananmen
massacre on television. Horrified, she sets out to explore her Chinese ancestry,
only to discover that she was one of the thousands of infant girls abandoned in
China since the introduction of the one-child policy, strictly enforced by the
Communist government. But Grace was one of the lucky ones, adopted as a baby
by a loving Canadian couple. With the encouragement of her adoptive parents, she
studies Chinese and travels back to China in search of her birth mother. She
manages to locate the village where she was born, but at first no one is willing to
help her. However, Grace never gives up and, finally, she is reunited with her birth
mother, discovering through this emotional bond the truth of what happened to her
almost twenty years before. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Stones
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A powerful and passionate memoir for young readers, Ting-xing Ye tells, through
the eyes of a child, the moving story of growing up in China during the Cultural
Revolution. When Ting-xing Ye was born her aunt declared, “Ah Si shi ge lao lu
ming” – Number Four will have a difficult life – for the signs were unlucky. Events
soon bore out this cruel prediction. Here is the true story of fourteen-year-old Tingxing’s tumultuous life turned upside down by China’s Cultural Revolution. After the
death of both her parents, Ting-xing and her four siblings endure the brutality of
Red Guard attacks on their schools and even their house as they struggle against
poverty and hunger. At sixteen, Ting-xing herself is exiled to a prison farm far from
home. Full of personal and historical detail about this dramatic period in Chinese
history, My Name is Number 4 has at its centre the feisty and courageous Tingxing, fighting to survive as a young woman caught up in events beyond her
control. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Absolutely Invincible
Angry and rebellious, eighteen-year-old Franklin Crabbe skips his final exams and
disappears into the Canadian wilderness, where a woman with her own reasons for
hiding teaches him how to survive, as well as how to live.

Grammarama!
A sequel to the very popular Stones, Fanatics is a thrilling story in which the past
and present collide in terrifying, riveting ways. Garnet Havelock has just finished
his apprenticeship in furniture-making, and has found a workshop for his new
business in an old coach house on the isolated estate of recently deceased
Professor Eduardo Corbizzi. Garnet signs a contract with the late professor's longtime companion, the eccentric and inscrutable Mrs. Valentina Stoppini, who
presides over the mansion and is its only occupant. The terms of the deal are
excellent, but there's a catch: Garnet has to repair the library's fire damage and
keep all details about the estate confidential. Only after he agrees does Mrs.
Stoppini inform him that the professor died of a seizure in the library under
mysterious circumstances involving "an accident" and "a small fire." It isn't long
before a distressing collision of past and present drags Garnet towards a horrifying
truth he could never have imagined. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Just Some Stuff I Wrote
Ethan and Ti-Anna go to Hong Kong seeking her father, an exiled Chinese
democracy activist who has disappeared, and follow his trail to Vietnam and back,
also uncovering illegal activity along the way.

My Name is Number 4
"Readers become tourists as each page turn provides views into labyrinthine
courtyards and palaces once reserved for imperial China's emperors (…) An
impressive introduction to the Forbidden City." — Kirkus Serving as the seat of
imperial power for six centuries, the Forbidden City is one of China's most famous
and enigmatic landmarks. Accompanied by a mischievous cat, readers will tour this
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colossal architectural structure, discovering the secrets hidden inside the palace
walls. They will encounter the people who have walked through its halls and
gardens, including emperors, empresses, and rebel leaders, and hear exciting tales
about the power struggles and intrigues of everyday life. This large format book
conveys the grandeur of the Forbidden City through highly detailed line drawings
of its buildings, gardens, and courtyards with numerous fold-out spreads. Each
page is populated by a large variety of characters and peppered with entertaining
anecdotes. Every book includes a plastic magnifying glass for looking at the
drawings more closely. "Readers receive a lavish tour of the Forbidden City, once
home to Chinese emperors and now a museum, courtesy of Chiu and the Design
and Cultural Studies Workshop, which he founded. Delicate line drawings highlight
the architectural intricacies of the nearly 178-acre complex (several foldout
spreads emphasize its size) while Chiu examines the Ming and Qing dynasties in
thorough detail, along with major events in the palace's history. (In one foldout
scene, 24 emperors offer pithy, even brusque notes on their reigns — "I was
entirely unaccomplished," says Emperor Longqing.) A magnifying glass is wisely
included to help readers appreciate the wealth of visual detail." — Publishers
Weekly

Anathem
Allie's life has just taken a turn for the worse; not only do her parents fight all the
time, but she is failing more classes than not and now she thinks she might be
pregnant. Unable to face up to her parents she decides to run away. She hooks up
with her old friend Razz, a professional skateboarder, and goes on the road. Razz is
ranked number one but constant confrontations with the challenger Slash put Allie
in some dangerous situations. With the rivalry heating up, Razz and Allie head
toward home--right into the path of a fierce tornado. To survive in the horror and
destruction that follow the storm, Allie has to call on an inner strength she didn't
know she had. Also available in Spanish.

Forbidden City
"But I don't look like a Jewish Negro or a black Jew. I look like a black. I am of
average height, of average build, with wavy hair that I wear very short, and very
dark skin. Talk about an identity crisis." Ten years after Crabbe, Bell returns to the
theme of a young man wrestling with his identity. Zack Lane is uncomfortable with
his mixed racial origins. He knows much about his father's side, the descendants of
Romanian Jews, but his mother broke all ties with her family before Zack was born.
Why she did so is the "family mystery." Zack has recently been uprooted when his
parents moved from the largest city in Canada to the outskirts of a small town.
Friendless, unsuccessful at school and at the lowest point in his life, he undertakes
a research project into the life of Richard Pierpoint, former African slave, soldier in
the War of 1812, and the pioneer farmer who cleared the land on which Zack's
house now stands. Pierpoint's story inspires Zack to go to Mississippi to look for his
maternal grandfather. What he discovers shakes the foundations of all he has
believed in. From the Paperback edition.

Five Days of the Ghost
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An unusual mystery, a heartrending love story, this is an exciting plot-driven new
book from leading Canadian YA author William Bell. Fifteen-year-old Aidan has had
more foster parents than he cares to remember. Careful to always keep his
distance from those around him, and aided by a deep well of self-reliance and
tenacity, he longs for the day that he's old enough to strike out on his own. That
day comes sooner than he could ever have imagined. On a miserable March
afternoon, Aidan's life is changed so radically as to become unrecognizable.
Through a near-tragic event in which he saves the life of a young boy, Aidan earns
the gratitude and unqualified support of the child's grandfather, Mr. Bai, a man of
wealth, great resources and shadowy influence. When asked how this man can
help repay him, Aidan replies, "Can you make me disappear?" With a new identity,
an apartment, a job and finally a sense that he's crafting his own destiny,
Aidan--now Julian Paladin--finds himself at the centre of forces he can't begin to
understand. Who exactly is Mr Bai and who are the mysterious women that come
and go without a trace in the apartment below? How did Julian find himself taking
on a job surveilling a university student and her possibly abusive boyfriend? And,
the most potent mystery of all: how can he ever be without the bewitching and
beautiful Ninon, who reveals a dimension of life Julian had never thought possible.
Julian is part detective story, part romance, and part quest for a life of
independence and meaning.

Throwaway Daughter
Profiles of over eighty Canadian children's book authors include information on
education, family, childhood, influences, creative ideas, and advice for future
authors.

Only in the Movies
Ten-year-old Chamdi has rarely ventured outside his orphanage and entertains a
fantasy of what Bombay is like beyond its garden walls – a paradise he calls
Kahunsha, “the city of no sadness.” He runs away to search for his long-lost father
and finds himself thrust into chaos. Moving, poignant, and wonderfully rich in the
sights and sounds of Bombay, this novel is the story of Chamdi's struggle for
survival on the city's dangerous streets.

The Song of Kahunsha
The Storymakers
"New York Times- and "USA Today"-bestselling author Williams delivers apoignant
romance that explores the deep and sometimes dark corners of love./16.

Speak To The Earth
When Jake Blanchard gets a job as a student set designer at the York School of
Arts, it's an exciting first step towards realizing his dream of making movies. But
soon enough he finds himself starring in a drama of his own creation. Nothing in
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Jake's life is the same after Vanni, a whip-smart, wisecracking Indian-Irish-Canadian
joins his class, and after Jake meets the unforgettable Alba, who is as stunning as
she is unattainable. Jake is tongue-tied around Alba and enlists Vanni's help. All of
a sudden — like the Shakespeare play Jake's school is putting on — Jake finds
himself entwined in a love triangle of sorts, complete with secrets and suppressed
passions, contrived plots, miscues and misunderstandings. By the end, as in any
good comedy, tensions are resolved and Jake's world has been re-made, though in
a way he could not have anticipated. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Addie Bell's Shortcut to Growing Up
Grammarama offers a classroom context and practical strategies for helping
students cope with all aspects of grammar and language usage. All student
activities are reproducible and are accompanied by detailed teacher guidelines
that provide background, outcomes, ways of introducing the activities, and an
answer key. Suggestions for group work and assessment complement this
classroom tool.

Crabbe
In 1327, Brother William of Baskerville is sent to investigate charges of heresy
against Franciscan monks at a wealthy Italian abbey but finds his mission
overshadowed by seven bizarre murders.

No Signature
This book uses the set of relations announced by teachers' and students' readings
of literary fictions as a «commonplace location» to interpret the experience of
curriculum. In addition to illuminating the complexity of «schooled» readings of
literature, Private Readings in Public provides insightful and provocative
interpretations of the intertwined, overlapping, and ever-evolving intertextual
relations that comprise events of curriculum. It will be of interest to those who wish
to expand their understanding of the way in which interpretations of shared
reading can become a «literary anthropology» where the identities of readers,
writers, and teachers are continually re-invented during processes of reading,
writing, and teaching.

From Hell to Heaven
One of the best ways to understand history is through eye-witness accounts. TingXing Ye’s riveting first book, A Leaf in the Bitter Wind, is a memoir of growing up in
Maoist China. It was an astonishing coming of age through the turbulent years of
the Cultural Revolution (1966 - 1974). In the wave of revolutionary fervour,
peasants neglected their crops, exacerbating the widespread hunger. While TingXing was a young girl in Shanghai, her father’s rubber factory was expropriated by
the state, and he was demoted to a labourer. A botched operation left him
paralyzed from the waist down, and his health deteriorated rapidly since a
capitalist’s well-being was not a priority. He died soon after, and then Ting-Xing
watched her mother’s struggle with poverty end in stomach cancer. By the time
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she was thirteen, Ting-Xing Ye was an orphan, entrusted with her brothers and
sisters to her Great-Aunt, and on welfare. Still, the Red Guards punished the
children for being born into the capitalist class. Schools were being closed; suicide
was rampant; factories were abandoned for ideology; distrust of friends and
neighbours flourished. Ting-Xing was sent to work on a distant northern prison
farm at sixteen, and survived six years of backbreaking labour and severe
conditions. She was mentally tortured for weeks until she agreed to sign a false
statement accusing friends of anti-state activities. Somehow finding the time to
teach herself English, often by listening to the radio, she finally made it to Beijing
University in 1974 as the Revolution was on the wane — though the acquisition of
knowledge was still frowned upon as a bourgeois desire and study was
discouraged. Readers have been stunned and moved by this simply narrated
personal account of a 1984-style ideology-gone-mad, where any behaviour
deemed to be bourgeois was persecuted with the ferocity and illogic of a witch
trial, and where a change in politics could switch right to wrong in a moment. The
story of both a nation and an individual, the book spans a heady 35 years of Ye’s
life in China, until her eventual defection to Canada in 1987 — and the wonderful
beginning of a romance with Canadian author William Bell. The book was published
in 1997. The 1990s saw the publication of several memoirs by Chinese now settled
in North America. Ye’s was not the first, yet earned a distinguished place as one of
the most powerful, and the only such memoir written from Canada. It is the
inspiring story of a woman refusing to “drift with the stream” and fighting her way
through an impossible, unjust system. This compelling, heart-wrenching story has
been published in Germany, Japan, the US, UK and Australia, where it went straight
to #1 on the bestseller list and has been reprinted several times; Dutch, French
and Turkish editions will appear in 2001. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Daniel's Story
"A compelling read about the quest for fame!" —Debbie Allen, star of Fame
"Redemption is a heartbeat away." —Guadalupe Garcia McCall, author of the Pura
Belpre Award winner Under the Mesquite Beatriz dreams of a life spent
dancing--until tragedy on the day of her quinceañera changes everything. Up until
her fifteenth birthday, the most important thing in the world to Beatriz Mendez was
her dream of becoming a professional dancer and getting herself and her family far
from the gang life that defined their days--that and meeting her dance idol Debbie
Allen on the set of her favorite TV show, Fame. But after the latest battle in a
constant turf war leaves her brother, Junito, dead and her mother grieving, Beatriz
has a new set of priorities. How is she supposed to feel the rhythm when her
brother's gang needs running, when her mami can't brush her own teeth, and
when the last thing she can remember of her old self is dancing with her brother,
followed by running and gunshots? When the class brainiac reminds Beatriz of her
love of the dance floor, her banished dreams sneak back in. Now the only question
is: will the gang let her go? Set in New Jersey in 1984, Beatriz's story is a timeless
one of a teenager's navigation of romance, her brother's choices, and her own
family's difficult past. A companion novel to the much-lauded Like Vanessa.

Belle Epoque
Vince Luca is just like any other high school guy. His best friend, Alex, is trying to
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score vicariously through him; his brother is a giant pain; and his father keeps
bugging him to get motivated. There is just one thing that really sets him apart for
other kids—his father happens to be the head of a powerful crime organization.
Needless to say, while Vince''s family''s connections can be handy for certain
things (like when teachers are afraid to give him a bad grade), they can put a
serious crimp in his dating life. How is he supposed to explain to a girl what his
father does for a living? But when Vince meets a girl who finally seems to be worth
the trouble, her family turns out to be the biggest problem of all. Because her
father is an FBI agent—the one who wants to put his father away for good.

Private Readings in Public
When Maude Pichon runs away from provincial Brittany to Paris, her romantic
dreams vanish as quickly as her savings. Desperate for work, she answers an
unusual ad. The Durandeau Agency provides its clients with a unique service—the
beauty foil. Hire a plain friend and become instantly more attractive. Monsieur
Durandeau has made a fortune from wealthy socialites, and when the Countess
Dubern needs a companion for her headstrong daughter, Isabelle, Maude is
deemed the perfect adornment of plainness. Isabelle has no idea her new "friend"
is the hired help, and Maude's very existence among the aristocracy hinges on her
keeping the truth a secret. Yet the more she learns about Isabelle, the more her
loyalty is tested. And the longer her deception continues, the more she has to lose.
Inspired by a short story written by Emile Zola, Belle Epoque is set at the height of
bohemian Paris, when the city was at the peak of decadence, men and women
were at their most beautiful, and morality was at its most depraved. A YASLA
William C. Morris Award Finalist A Junior Library Guild Selection “Both touching and
fun, this is a story about many things—true friendship, real beauty, being caught
between two worlds—and it will delight fans of historical fiction.”—Publishers
Weekly “A refreshingly relevant and inspiring historical venture.”—Kirkus Reviews
“A compelling story about friendship, the complexity of beauty, and selfdiscovery…full of strong female characters.”—School Library Journal “With
resonant period detail, elegant narration, and a layered exploration of class and
friendship, this provocative novel is rife with satisfaction.”—Booklist “Much to offer
a contemporary YA audience…flirtation and match-making to tantalize romance
fans…prime book-club fare.”—The Bulletin "This delectable Parisian tale left me
sighting with sweet satisfaction. J'adore Belle Epoque!"-Sonya Sones, author of
What My Mother Doesn't Know and To Be Perfectly Honest From the Hardcover
edition.

Betsy's Little Star
NOTHING'S WORSE THAN NOT KNOWING. "Wick" Chandler is obsessed with the
past. When he sets out to find the father who abandoned him when he was seven
years old, Wick begins a quest that brings revelations he never would have
imagined--revelations that shatter the world he thought he knew. Award-winning
author William Bell's sixth novel is an inspiring and unforgettable story of the value
of human relationships. From the Paperback edition.

Zack
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from “Mount Fuji” A draughtsman’s draughtsman, Hokusai at 70 thought he’d
begun to grasp the structures of birds and beasts, insects and fish, of the way
plants grow, hoped that by 90 he’d have penetrated to their essential nature. And
more, by 100, I will have reached the stage where every dot, every mark I make
will be alive. You always loved that resolve, you’d repeat joyfully—Hokusai’s
utterance of faith in work’s possibilities, its reward, that, at 130, he’d perhaps have
learned to draw. Gail Mazur’s poems in Forbidden City build an engaging
meditative structure upon the elements of mortality and art, eloquently
contemplating the relationship of art and life—and the dynamic possibilities of
each in combination. At the collection’s heart is the poet’s long marriage to the
artist Michael Mazur (1935–2009). A fascinating range of tone infuses the
book—grieving, but clear-eyed rather than lugubrious, sometimes whimsical, even
comical, and often exuberant. The note of pleasure, as in an old tradition enriched
by transience, runs through the work, even in the final poem, “Grief,” where “our
ravenous hold on the world” is a powerful central element.

Puerto Rico Strong
The heartwarming story of Betsy and her little sister Star is presented anew in this
delightful edition, which includes all of the original illustrations. The Betsy series of
books were popular in the mid-20th century, with the adventures of Betsy in school
and around her neighborhood told in a unique and whimsical way. Carolyn
Haywood, herself a mother, bestowed upon her books an understanding of
childhood and how children perceive things in everyday life ? such perceptive gifts
resulted in dozens of books, including the adventures of young Betsy who is a
playful and outgoing yet smart girl. This edition presents the original, 1950 cover
together with the thirty-two drawings of Betsy, her sister and their friends as they
embark on all sorts of fun adventures and scrapes. Carolyn Haywood also
illustrated her books; her simple but breezy art style mirrors the happy, joyful
narrative of her stories, and enhances the nostalgic qualities so replete in these
wonderful tales.

The Old Man and The Sea
Seventeen-year-old Alex Jackson comes home from school to find that his father, a
CBC news cameraman, wants to take him to China's capital, Beijing. Once there,
Alex finds himself on his own in Tian An Men Square as desperate students fight
the Chinese army for their freedom. Separated from his father and carrying illegal
videotapes, Alex must trust the students to help him escape. Closely based on
eyewitness accounts of the massacre in Beijing, Forbidden City is a powerful and
frightening story. From the Paperback edition.

Nine Days
Garnet Havelock was always a bit different from other guys. He never quite fit in
and he was okay with that. Now, in his final year of high school, he’s just marking
time, waiting to get out into the real world. When a mysterious girl transfers to his
school Garnet thinks he might have found the girl of his dreams, if only he could
get her to talk to him. As Garnet struggles to win over one girl, another girl is
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trying to get his attention – unfortunately she lived over 150 years ago. Garnet
becomes fascinated by her history and that of the black community she belonged
to. As he draws closer to the truth, he uncovers a horrifying chapter in his town’s
history, and discovers the ways in which deep-seated prejudices and persecution
from the past can still reverberate in the present. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

The Name of the Rose
Learn How to Set Goals Effectively, and ACTUALLY Achieve Them! Most people
never reach their goals. It has nothing to do with intelligence, skills, or work
ethicsSmart people who are disappointed with their lives can be found anywhere.
Skillful people often find themselves in a dead end job for years. And even the
most disciplined people can be found depressed with their life situation. Why some
people reach their goals, while others struggle with them for years? How can you
ENSURE that your goals will be fulfilled? What is the best, proven way to set goals
and actually achieve them? All of the answers - and much more than that - can be
found inside this book! In "Goal Setting and Achieving Them" you will learn how to
set goals effectively, turbocharge your journey to success, and enjoy the benefits
of reaching your goals faster than you can imagine! This outstanding book will help
you to: Set goals with a proven, little-known strategy (that actually works) Put you
in a positive, "nothing is impossible" mindset that is CRUCIAL to achieve your
dreams Build productive habits and run over bad, damaging behaviors Manage
your time effectively and kill procrastination Increase your focus levels to make
HUGE progress each and every day Enjoy a rich, exciting life with fulfilled dreams
Your brain is a simple program that designed to solve problems. From finding food
to run away from a life-threatening situation, your brain is acting according to
goals. All you have to do is set your goals effectively and let your brain do the
magicAnd you'll wonder how you have ever struggled with them. Grab a copy of
"Goal Setting and Achieving Them" and reap the benefits of a powerful goal setting
session! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy NOW!

Forbidden City
In his blistering new novel, Cormac McCarthy returns to the Texas-Mexico border,
setting of his famed Border Trilogy. The time is our own, when rustlers have given
way to drug-runners and small towns have become free-fire zones. One day, a
good old boy named Llewellyn Moss finds a pickup truck surrounded by a
bodyguard of dead men. A load of heroin and two million dollars in cash are still in
the back. When Moss takes the money, he sets off a chain reaction of catastrophic
violence that not even the law–in the person of aging, disillusioned Sheriff Bell–can
contain. As Moss tries to evade his pursuers–in particular a mysterious mastermind
who flips coins for human lives–McCarthy simultaneously strips down the American
crime novel and broadens its concerns to encompass themes as ancient as the
Bible and as bloodily contemporary as this morning’s headlines. No Country for Old
Men is a triumph. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Becoming Beatriz
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The award-winning author of Stones and Zack brings us a collection of original
stories that will captivate teens as completely as his bestselling novels. With these
eight absorbing tales, acclaimed storyteller William Bell explores the highs and
lows of characters struggling to belong. In “Chumley,” a high school boy’s comical
eccentricities mask his true, more complicated self. Fourteen-year-old Albert’s
sudden sense of shame at the grandfather he adores leads to a surprising
realization in “Beer Can Man.” In “The Staircase,” the aftermath of a horrible
incident exposes an ugly reality at the heart of a high school. In “Window Tree,” a
girl grapples with her shattered expectations over a crush she felt certain was
requited. Bell’s protagonists are individuals and outsiders, often on the margin of
their peers or their family. Finding their own place in the world takes them on
journeys that are by turns funny, fantastical, and moving. These perceptive,
empathetic, and engaging stories show again why William Bell commands such a
loyal readership among young adults, teachers, and parents. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Julian
SuperSummary, a modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers highquality study guides for challenging works of literature. This 49-page guide for
"Forbidden City" by William Bell includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis
covering 32 chapters, as well as several more in-depth sections of expert-written
literary analysis. Featured content includes commentary on major characters, 25
important quotes, essay topics, and key themes like Heroism and Social
Responsibility and Journalistic Integrity as a Means of Democracy.

Forbidden City by William Bell : a Novel Study Guide
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